We want to give your group an opportunity to do more and give more because good things happen through your group and in your group when you prioritize serving others.

The name Be Rich comes from 1 Timothy 6 in which Paul tells Timothy:

> Command those who are rich in this present world . . . to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to share” (v 17-18).

We’ve created a Be Rich Small Group Experience designed to help you and your group participate in this year’s Be Rich campaign. Everything you need is there. Joining in is simple. All you need to do is:

- Set aside a group meeting between now and November 15 to discuss Be Rich with your group
- Read the Leader Preparation Guide on the Be Rich Small Group Experience page. It explains how to use the resources we’ve created.

For more information or to get started, visit the Be Rich Group Experience page at:

groupleaders.org/berich